
WHITAKERS ARMS 49 Kirkgate, Otley, LS21 3HN

Available on our
New Front of House Contract

Pub Overview

This high street value pub is well-positioned in a busy market town frequented by many visitors to the area as well as
locals. There’s a real opportunity to build business by focusing on evening meals and the delicious cask ales offer.
The beer garden, complete with children play area, is also a real draw.
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WHITAKERS ARMS
49 Kirkgate, Otley, LS21 3HN

Business facilities
The Whitakers Arms – or Whitakers as locals know it – is a charming pub with a reputation for
delicious real ale and hearty pub grub. Occupying a listed building in the centre of the market town of
Otley, it benefited from extensive refurbishment in 2013/14. As a result, the interior has a genuinely
inviting and homely character, in keeping with the attractive frontage facing into the bustling high
street. The building dates back to 1841, but the pub has a modern-day offer that takes in a
plasma-screen TV and games machines, while touches such as an old piano and a bookcase show
that the pub’s heritage is greatly valued. The menu here is popular with locals, but more focus on both
evening meals and cask ales could easily drive far more footfall to this appealing Cask Marque
accredited high street pub. The catering kitchen can provide up to 40 covers in the open plan trading
space and there’s also a large enclosed beer garden to the rear, which proves very popular in summer
months.

Private accommodation
The private accommodation consists of three bedrooms, a kitchen and a lounge.

Pub Type
Punch High Street Pubs tend to reflect the busy bustling activity outside their doors. The successful
High Street Pub changes its offer throughout the day to meet the needs of very different customers. By
day it is a sanctuary to the weary shopper, be it breakfast, coffee, a quick bite at lunchtime, a
refreshing cup of tea or chilled glass of wine. By night the High Street Pub changes into a town centre
bar, as retail and office workers stop by and local residents, many of whom will be regular visitors,
enjoy a night on the town.

Being competitively priced against the local market competition is fundamental to this value
proposition. Pubs within the value segment consistently use discounting and/or price mechanics (2 for
£xxx etc.) to attract customers. The Pubs marketing is price led; and the service and environment is
focused on dealing efficiently and effectively with high volumes at a low margin spend per head.

Would this pub suit you?
The ideal partner for Whitakers would be an experienced town centre operator who can unleash the
potential offered by this busy high street pub. You’ll likely be an experienced marketer who can
conduct a two-pronged campaign focusing on cask ales and a refreshed menu that attracts families,
shoppers and evening diners. This is a good little performer that can offer a rewarding lifestyle to an
operator who’s committed to improving the overall customer experience.

What's the area like?
The pub is located in the heart of the West Yorkshire market town of Otley, 13 miles outside the lively
and thriving town of Leeds. Otley has a street market three times a week, as well as a monthly
farmers’ market, and there’s also a food and drink festival in summer. One local tradition is a bellman,
who walks the streets announcing community news and events. The town has a well-deserved
reputation for the quality of its pubs and bars, and this attracts hordes of visitors on a Friday and
Saturday night – tapping into this opportunity will help to secure a healthy economic future for this high
street standard.








